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Printed circuit boards were the most widely used wiring system in earlier times to run most of the
electrical devices. They were large and hence occupied lot of space. But as science advanced and
all things were derived in a miniature version, to increase performance and reduce weight and
space other related things too began advance and take a new change or look. Today we have the
flex circuits or the flex PCB which has made the old wiring systems invisible. These circuits are
compact, quick, flexible and made in a pattern arrangement so that it can meet all your
requirements.

Applications and appliances like digital camera, heart pacemaker, disk drives, car stereos etc all
requires greater flexibility to perform and this can be done with the help of modern day flex circuits
and flex PCB. The bulky attachments of the older circuits are now replaced by the new flexible ones
which have made work easy. These flex PCB are very important and they have multiple uses which
increases their demand. Flexible circuits are used for designing single and complex circuits as well
as interconnections. It can be used to configure a multi-layered design. As these circuits provides
flexibility people gets a touch of the third dimension. The assembly time of any product due of its
properties is reduced.  Hence we can see that there are many uses and help that these circuits
provide which makes them important.

Flexible circuits are of 4 types- double sided circuits, single sided circuits, multiple layer circuits and
rigid flexible circuits. All of these help in smooth working of electronics and less time consuming.
Each one is fitted according to the needs and has surely made an interesting mark in the world
market for all electronic gadgets and goods.
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For more information on a flex PCB, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the http://www.ccsintlcircuits.com/flexiblepcb.html
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